Meeting 30/07/2014...Charlotte, Penny and Bill attended
The main topic was to come up with questions for the questionnaire, after discussion the following
was decided.
1) What do you think of the facilities/amenities available within the Parish?
2) How can we improve on these?
3) The Crawford Hall is available for use of Rural Cinema, Playgroups, Parties etc... What else
would you like to see it used for?
4) The Meadow is used for a few Functions, Football, Cricket, Circus etc.. there will be no
building on this site and needs to be Secured for the Future Generations. In your opinion are
you happy with the Play Area/Equipment?
5) What are your thoughts on the Childcare facilities? Do you need after school/Holiday care?
What would your requirements be?
Dugdale Field...Will there be Toilet Facilities? Is this piece of Land safe from development?
Having gone through the first B50 Parish Plan we discussed the original ideas and decided on the
following...
The issues regarding Village Matters...We have come a long way, up to date information is now
more easily accessible via Notice Boards within the Village, there is a Parish Website with Meeting
Times and Agenda readily available it also advertises upcoming Events. Twitter and Facebook are
also used by the majority in the Village. There is also a Library that keeps useful information and can
help the Elderly in using Computers.
Amenity and Cleansing... The issues raised in the first plan were making certain that the Refuse
covers all Household within the Parish, the general rubbish is collected every 2 weeks as is the
Recycling. The Car parks also hold Recycling Bins for Shoes, Clothes, Books etc.. On the Meadow
there is general rubbish bins and Dog Litter bins, the latter was also of great concern as the litter is
still a problem in the village.
With all the new builds that are happening another main concern is the issues of Drainage, Low
Water Pressure, Power Cuts. Who is responsible for these issues and how can we build better
relationships with the companies to ensure when problems arise we can deal with them more
efficiently.
The Footpaths and Cycle ways are being maintained and kept tidy. The Secured Open Spaces also
need to be maintained by the Parish.
We also discussed the expansion of the local School due to the new builds and the long term
feasibility of the Library..If the school did expand would the Library need to be moved if so where?
Also we need to preserve the Youth Groups ie Youth Club, Brownies/Scouts and Young Fire fighters.
What other groups do we have for the toddlers?

